
1  One technology for all platforms & 
environments
Protect data and systems of physical and virtual Windows and 
Linux machines with only one solution. It’s easier for IT technicians 
to master features, best configurations when using ActiveImage 
Protector intuitive interface for all machines of the network and/or 
all clients’ infrastructures and needs.

2  Instant Disaster Recovery for both 
physical and virtual machine
RTO < 5 minutes – Companies are operational in a few minutes 
should a disaster strike reducing dramatically downtime at no 
extra cost! Any system and data are instantly available from not 
only virtual but also physical machines.

3  Reduce data loss to 5 minutes
RPO < 5 min – Limit the impact of outage with incremental backups 
or snapshots every 5 minutes. Users and employees are not 
affected by this background process.

4  Agentless is more
Modern agentless solution for Microsoft Hyper-V and VMware ESXi 
with no need to install any agent on guest and host machines. Simply 
install ActiveImage Protector Virtual to a machine on the network 
connected to the hypervisor and the storage device.

5  Automated backup file testing
Backups are checked on creation, chain content and bootability 
are verified – up to the machine login, and all this automatically! 
Save IT technician time and proactively ensure backups are 
restorable at any time. One more opportunity to be effortlessly 
proactive with DR planning. Don’t miss out!
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6  Unparalleled deduplication
Save money by reducing onsite storage space and Cloud hosting 
costs with our sector-based deduplication. Our deduplication is 
inline and has minimal impact on backup and restore performance 
unlike other solutions on the market.

Obtain even better deduplication and compression results when 
using NetJapan agentless solutions: crossed-VM deduplication 
allows you to reduce even more the size of backup files!

7  Affordable, even for SMBs
We believe any organisation should be able to restore their backups as 
soon as possible to reduce downtime and its impact on productivity. 
Companies can benefit instantly restore data and systems in a few 
minutes at a fraction of the cost of High Availability solutions.

Choose your licencing from perpetual/outright or subscriptions 
options for more flexibility. 

8  Integrate it with any offsite backup strategy
Includes unlimited replication of backup chains to local, network 
or offsite locations including hybrid, public or private Cloud. It 
integrates easily with the onsite and offsite Backup & Instant 
Disaster Recovery strategy you wish!

Using rotating storage device as offsite backup strategy? 
ActiveImage Protector allows you to automatically eject backup 
files after creation when stored on USB/RDX devices!

9  We offer Backup Services like no one else!
We look after your backups because we know they may be the 
only data that allows your company to survive should a disaster 
happen! Our affordable modular approach to backup and DR 
services allows you to choose what best correspond to your 
infrastructure and needs.

- Backup Services to choose: installation, monitoring, recovery, etc… 

- Cloud Storage: includes real-time monitoring in an EU data 
protected datacentre.

- Software: licence flexibility.

10  One technology for the entire  
Business Continuity Plan
Be DisasterReady and implement an efficient backup and disaster 
recovery plan that will protect your systems, your data and your 
company from any type of disaster. Store backup files onsite and 
offsite for higher protect of your backups files against hardware 
failure, thefts, cyberattacks, natural catastrophes. Test backups 
automatically in all locations and operate manual emergency failover 
operations which automatically resumes backup jobs and allow you to 
fail them back to repaired or new physical or virtual machines.
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